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At the request of Lauzon Lake Mines Ltd., the writer -V 

examined their property during the period 30 January - 13 February, 

1955. A scintillometer survey was carried out on a portion of the 

property, a brief examination was made of the various rock-types 

and a general study of the area completed. Results of this examin 

ation are herewith presented.

LOCATION, ACCESS, EXTENT

The property consists of ten claims - SSM25121 to 26 and 

SSM25131 to 34 inclusive - comprising Lot 3 and NE} Lot 4, Cone. II, 

of Striker Township, Algoma District, Ontario, and cover an area of 

approximately 400 acres.

About 300 acres of the property consists of lake, the only 

land areas being an island and four narrow points jutting out Into 

the lake.

The property is on Lauzon Lake, approximately three miles 

east of the town of Blind River. It is approximately one mile by 

boat or snowshoe, depending on the season, northwest of the docks 

of Lau-Goma Airways, just off Highway #17.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

About 1| miles northeast of the property, granites of 

Algoman age outcrop. Overlying the granite are Mississagi sedlments- 

quartzites with minor amounts of conglomerate and argillite. Above
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rocks outcrop. On the property these rocks have a northwesterly 

strike and dip gently southwest at 7 0 - 10O .
:, \ ' '- \ .

The Murray Fault, a major, regional fault with east-west 

trend and near-vertical dip appears to pass through the bay at the
. ."j

south end of olnim #25131. South of the Murray Fault lies a complex 

of older volcanic schists and sediments, presumably of Keewatin age.

A generalized plan of the geology of the claims, and a 

vertical section are appended.

EQONOMIC GEOLOGY

The Blind River area is the site of a number of important 

uranium discoveries - the most notable being those of Algom ana 

Pronto Mines - and will shortly become one of the major uranium 

producing regions of the world.

The ore is a unique type, bein^ brannerite (a uranium- 

titanium compound) associated with pyrite, and is found in pebble 

conglomerate beds of the Mississagi series of sediments. The 

most prolific bed is a basal conglomerate found at or just above 

the bottom of the Mississagi series. There are also a number of 

other conglomerate horizons in this series in which uranium has been
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No Mississagi conglomerates were found outcropping on /the 

the very limited land area of the Lauaon claims, but it is 

able to expect such beds at depth, underlying the property.

SCINTILLOMETER SUHVaY

A scintillometer survey was carried out over all the land

area of the claims except that of claims #25133 and 4, which are

underlain by the unfavorable pre-Huronian rocks.

With base line on the ice, north-south lines over the

lend area were cut at 200 foot intervals, with stations chained 

every 100 feet. Scintillometer readings were taken at 50 foot 

intervals on these lines and midway between the lines. The 

instrument used was on EA1353 .Scintillation Counter. A plan of

the survey is attached.

A number of radioactive conglomerate and quartzite 

boulders were found, but. oth-T than this nothing of significance. 

No atte;r.,t VJP.S :nade on the plnn to contour the readings since 

the ninor variations v;ere due chiefly to changes in depth of 

overburden ond snow.

."""or essess ment purposes ri breakdown of time spent on 

the survey is included, es appendix A.
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AND REGOMllBMDATtKS

^^J^ While *he scintillometer survey turned lip,nothing 

value, this should not be construed as a condemnation of : thi 

perty, first because of the very limited land area which could 

explored, and secondly because those horizons which offer, most 

promise do not outcrop on surface on the claims but lie at some
 

considerable depth.

As was stated above, while uranium finds have been made 

at various locations in the klssissagi series, the .no s t productive 

beds (in fact the only beds in which sizeable orebodies have bee
n 

proven to date) lie nt or near the base of the series. These beds 

outcrop et the 1-ronto Mines property li wiles east of the Lauzon 

property, and their nearest outcrop is if wiles northeast of ;ne 

Lauzon ground. From ohere they dip gently southwest towards 

Lauzon. The idealized section attached illustrates the situation.

Although uranium is not continuous throughout the base 

of the Mississegi series,, it is the writer's opinion. i,hat there is 

n reasonably good chance of finding it underlying -,he Luu^on Lake 

Wines property. Consequently it is recommended trm t a series of 

exploratory holes be drilled to basement to test the possioiiities. 

Exact depth to the base of the Mississa^i is not Known but is 

estimated to be between 600 and 900 feet.

For purposes of economy it ir, attested that an agreement 

be negotiated with one of Lauzon's immediate nei^i-.bors wher
eby the 

the first holes are drilled on the mutual bounuury, and information
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dropped since the rocks underlying the^^ar-e unfavorable, and\re^ 

ing these ofains^s-A^needless expense. v c ' - ;- ,;^ ;).

Dated at toronto? 

12th February, 1955.

Respe aitted,

lelan 
Consulting Geologist
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APPENDIX-
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OF THB Tlllfi SPKNT ON 
SUiWiX OF LAUZOH LAKii MINSS PHOPiiRTY

L. G. Phelan - 18 Toronto St., Toronto - 30 Jan 
to 14 Feb., 1955. FIELD

OFFICE
6 days

R. Francoeur - Blind River, Ont. - l to 4 Feb.,
1955. LINE CUTTING 4 "

F. d'Allair - Blind -(iver, Ont. - l to 4 Feb.,
1955. LINK CUTTING ^4__^

16j days

For ascessi ent purposes this is equivalent to 
^ x 4 ^ 66 days work.
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